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Most Popular "The Linux-Otakar book is an immense book
that the student will love. In fact, I strongly recommend
this book to all IT students, regardless of subject, who are
using Linux." - Das Linux From Scratch - Hacking Linux
and How it Works - To Do My Homework. I recommend
reading them in that order, but if you want to read them
out of order, that's okay too. You can finish all of the books
after you. we are only at the beginning of a new era of
science and technology. Acknowledgments {#s8}
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confidentiality of the data. import shapely.srs.proj import
shapely.geometry def iso2_gcs_geom_center(gcs_shape,
gcs_tuple): """ Calculate a gcs-projected geometry center.
Returns a list of coordinates. Tuple parameters are:



gcs_shape -- shapely geometry from which the center will
be calculated. gcs_tuple -- the tuple of parameter names
for which the center will be calculated (e.g. (geoid, x, y,
width,...) """ # # # gcs_proj
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